
Self-Care and Clarity of Mind...a weekly column  
by Princess Lakshman (Sister Iqra) 

 

Welcome to my weekly column on Self-Care and Clarity of Mind. If you’re taking time out to read this, pat 

yourself on the back because you have shown commitment to taking care of your mind and body.  

 

Today, In Shaa ALLAH, we will explore the topic: UNDERSTANDING YOUR ENERGY 
 

Take a few seconds to observe your hands. Look at them closely. You will notice a slight movement. That 

movement is called vibration. Vibration occurs because the atoms we are made of are constantly moving. It 

doesn’t matter whether the creation is in the form of a solid, liquid or gas, everything moves. Everything 

vibrates. This vibration enables things to transform from one state of matter to another. For example, water 

into ice or moth balls into fumes that keep the bugs away from your cupboards. Even the dead body 

disintegrates into dust because of this constant vibration. The force that fuels vibration is known as 

ENERGY. 

 

You are using your energy now as you read this column. Your energy fuels your brain to perform all physical, 

mental and emotional activities. Energy for physical activity comes from what you eat and drink. Energy for 

mental and emotional activities come from what you think.  

 

The law of energy states that energy does not stop. You can’t switch off energy. Energy continues. 

Everything you eat and drink, every thought you think, every word you speak and every action you perform is 

fuelled by energy which passes through you to impact the rest of creation. 

 

Your energy comes to you and through you to affect all of ALLAH’s creation. Subhaan ALLAH. Do you 

realise what this means? It means you have the beautiful mercy from ALLAH where you can use this 

powerful energy to impact the entire creation. You are doing it right now. If your thoughts are negative, your 

feelings become negative and therefore your behaviours are negative which then impact upon your family, 

your community and sets off a ripple effect that impacts every being on this planet. 

 

Do you ever feel that the month of Ramadan ‘feels’ so beautiful and calm? Well, that’s because nearly 1.6 

billion Muslims all over the world are vibrating in the same frequency and passing the same type of energy to 

each other and the rest of the world - the energy of peace, submission, compassion, kindness, charity, 

gratitude, love and joy.  



 

Understand your energy and how it impacts everyone and everything around you. You are responsible for 

the state of this world. If the world isn’t up to your expectation, change your energy so that you can change 

the world for the better.  

 

Observe Your Energy Input and Output 

People Make a list of all the people you interact with everyday. Beside each person’s name, 

write down how you feel after interacting with them. Name each feeling, such as, 

joyful, sad, angry. These feelings will give you a better idea of the energy you are 

consuming when you interact with these people in person or online or through any 

other medium. Once you are able to identify your feelings, you will be able to reject 

negative energies and absorb only positive energies from people. You do not have to 

break ties with anyone. Simply, be mindful on what to accept and what to reject, 

keeping in mind that whatever energies you accept from anyone else will absorb into 

your own life and pass through you to the rest of the world.  

Food and 
Beverage 

Make a list of all the foods and beverages you consume on a daily basis. Beside 

each, write down how it makes you feel. Acknowledge these feelings and decide 

which ones you wish to continue consuming and which ones you need to let go of. 

Thoughts Write down thoughts that you obsess over repetitively. They be thoughts about your 

finances, your relationship, your appearance, any many more. Beside each, write 

down how it makes you feel when you think that thought. Acknowledge these feelings 

and decide which thoughts you can change into a gratitude statement. For example, if 

your thoughts are about lack of money in your life, change the thought into a gratitude 

statement such as, “Ya ALLAH, I am grateful for the abundance you have blessed me 

with. Everything I need, you provide immediately. Thank you, ALLAH” 

 

CLICK TO DOWNLOAD Muslimah Reflections -  my new ebook of poetry and affirmations  

CLICK TO DOWNLOAD The Ultimate Self-Care Guide For Muslimahs 

CLICK TO WATCH VIDEOS from Muslimah Mind Matters YouTube Channel. 

 

In Shaa ALLAH, next week we will explore the topic: ENRICH YOUR LIFE 

 
If you wish to know about a specific topic with regards to Self-Care and Clarity of Mind, please text or email 
me or visit www.muslimahmindmatters.com. If you wish to have a FREE one hour Finding Clarity telephone 
session, contact me on 0451977786 
 

https://mailchi.mp/c9fb1995846f/muslimah-reflections
https://mailchi.mp/0cf551a0b86e/free-e-book-the-ultimate-self-care-guide-for-muslimahs
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCepmAVw1x9f0NQZMCToO_rQ
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